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Semantic Web for the Working Ontologist, Second Edition: Effective Modeling in RDFS and OWLMorgan Kaufmann, 2011

	Since the first edition of Semantic Web for the Working Ontologist came out in June 2008, we have been
	encouraged by the reception the book has received. Practitioners from a wide variety of industries—
	health care, energy, environmental science, life sciences, national intelligence, and publishing, to name
	a few—have told...


		

Ansi/Iso C++ Professional Programmer's Handbook (Que Professional Series)Que, 1999
By that time, hundreds of thousands of people were using the language. C++ compilers were available
for almost every platform. New C++-based frameworks, such as MFC and OWL, had emerged. The
committee had to face enormous pressure from several directions. Some organizations were advocating
new features and extensions to the language...

		

Blog Theory: Feedback and Capture in the Circuits of DrivePolity, 2010

	The challenge of this book is thinking critically about media practices in a setting where they are fast, fun, and ubiquitous. As an avowedly engaged and political approach to thought, critical theory of any sort encounters challenges. Attempting to analyze and intervene in the present, it nonetheless adopts a backward gaze, an idea G.W.F....






		

Living Together: A Legal Guide for Unmarried Couples (13th Edition)Nolo, 2006
Living together out of wedlock can mean anything, especially in court -- unlike married couples, most unmarried couples don't automatically inherit or receive protection under the law. Consequently, you must document everything from property ownership and children to wills and other estate plans.
An essential resource for any unmarried couple,...


		

The Description Logic Handbook: Theory, Implementation and ApplicationsCambridge University Press, 2010

	Since the publication of the first edition of The Description Logic Handbook
	in 2003, the interest in Description Logics (DL) has steadily increased. This
	applies both to the number of active DL researchers working on DL theory
	and implementations of reasoning services, and to the number of applications
	based on DL technology. One...


		

Model Driven Architecture and Ontology DevelopmentSpringer, 2006
Defining a formal domain ontology is generally considered a useful, not to say necessary step in almost every software project. This is because software deals with ideas rather than with self-evident physical artefacts. However, this development step is hardly ever done, as ontologies rely on well-defined and semantically powerful AI concepts...






		

Industrial Applications of Semantic Web: Proceedings of the 1st International IFIP/WG12.5Springer, 2005
The Semantic Web, that adds a conceptual layer of machine-understandable metadata to the existing content, will make the content available for processing by intelligent software allowing automatic resource integration and providing interoperability between heterogeneous systems. The Semantic Web is now the most important influence on the...

		

Professional InfoPath 2003Wrox Press, 2004
Microsoft InfoPath 2003 helps developers tackle forms-based information-gathering with the full range of XML technologies. This book quickly guides experienced Office and XML developers through InfoPath fundamentals, including XML form templates architecture, form definition file structure, available external data sources, and backend services....

		

Programming the Semantic WebO'Reilly, 2009
With this book, the promise of the Semantic Web -- in which machines can find, share, and combine data on the Web -- is not just a technical possibility, but a practical reality. Programming the Semantic Web demonstrates several ways to implement semantic web applications, using existing and emerging standards and technologies. You'll learn how to...





		

Semantic Web Technologies and E-Business: Toward the Integrated Virtual Organization and Business Process AutomationIGI Global, 2007
The Semantic Web vision of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) is comprised of four primary components: (1) expressing meaning, (2) knowledge representation, (3) ontology, and (4) agents. Expression of meaning is fundamental to the construction of the new “intelligent” Web. The current Web lacks mechanisms for expressing meaning and is...

		

Ontology-based Application IntegrationSpringer, 2011

	There is probably no invention in the history of mankind that had such a profound
	impact on our lives in such a short time as the World Wide Web. Twenty years ago,
	Tim Berners-Lee has developed the first versions of HTML which allowed to weave
	documents into the large hypertext document that we know today. It was soon realized
	that...


		

Programming Windows Games With Borland C++/Book and DiskSams Publishing, 1993
Computer games are by far the most popular type of software. The market for
game software is huge—practically anyone with a PC can use games. If you
are like me, you probably play your share of computer games and have your
own favorite categories. And because you are a programmer, you might have
thought of many ideas that...
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